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We present a theoretical study of electric field scattering by wavelength-sized spheroids. The incident, internal, 
and scattered fields are computed analytically by a spheroidal coordínate separation-of-variables solution, as-
suming axially incident monochromatic illumination. The main sources of possible numerical errors are iden-
tified and an additional point-matching procedure is implemented to provide a built-in test of the validity of 
the results. Numerical results were obtained for prolate and óblate particles with particular aspect ratios and 
sizes, and a refractive índex of 1.33 relative to the surrounding médium. Special attention is paid to the char-
acteristics of the near-field in cióse proximity to the spheroids. It is shown that particles with sizes cióse to the 
incident wavelength can produce high field enhancements whose spatial location and extensión can be con-
trolled by the particle geometry. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The analysis of electromagnetic (EM) wave scattering by 
spheroidal particles has been of increasing interest since 
the geometry of many objects of practical use can be ap-
proximated by a spheroidal shape, and the fields can be 
obtained analytically. The exact analytical solution of the 
MaxwelPs equations for the plane-wave scattering by a 
homogeneous sphere of arbitrary size was obtained by 
Mié [1], using the method of separation of variables. This 
problem was first fully solved for the more general case of 
a homogeneous spheroid by Asano and Yamamoto [2], for 
any angle of incidence. Their approach consists of sepa-
rating the vector wave equations in spheroidal coordi-
nates and expanding them in terms of the spheroidal 
wave functions. The conditions of continuity of the tan-
gential fields across the surface of the spheroid genérate a 
set of simultaneous linear equations that can be solved for 
the set of unknown expansión coefficients. The coeffi-
cients are determined using the orthogonality integral ap
proach, similar to the method used here [3]. 

Theoretically, the solution obtained in this way is exact. 
However, this does not happen in practice as it is not pos
sible to include terms of infinite order in the series expan-
sions and due to unavoidable computational inaccuracies. 
These issues become more significant when considering 
particles with sizes cióse or above the illuminating wave
length. In this paper the main sources of numerical error 
in the method are identified, and the best ways to reduce 
them are described based on the previous literature and 
our empirical tests. In addition, a simple built-in test pro
cedure is described to check on the validity of the com
puted results. This makes use of a boundary condition 
(BC) point-matching (PM) strategy that can refine the ini-
tial solution. 

Until the 1990s most of the literature on analytical So
lutions of scattering by spheroidal particles was mainly 
concerned with the study of far-field quantities, such as 
electric field intensities at infinity and scattering cross 
sections [2-6]. In recent years there has been a growing 
shift of attention toward the near-field, located typically 
within a región cióse to the scatterer surface of about its 
size. This interest was sparked by technological advances 
in the área of nano-optics [7,8] through novel techniques 
that can fabrícate and probé (e.g., scanning near-field mi-
croscopy) sub-wavelength structures, and also due to the 
appearance of a new range of nanotechnological applica-
tions that can benefit from the enhanced local fields in the 
vicinity of scattering particles: high-resolution spectros-
copy imaging (e.g., luminescence enhancement [9]), local-
ized sensing methods (e.g., surface enhanced Raman spec-
troscopy [10]), and novel photovoltaic cell designs (e.g., 
intermediate-band cells [11]), among many others. 

So far most of the analyses of EM scattering aimed at 
near-field applications consider objects that are either so 
small compared to the wavelength that the electrostatic 
(ES) (non-retarded) approximation becomes applicable, or 
particles with a spherical geometry that can be treated 
with Mié theory [8]. Studies that go beyond these limita-
tions, dealing with non-spherical objects with sizes on the 
order of or bigger than the wavelength, usually employ 
numerical grid-based approaches such as the finite differ-
ence time-domain [12] and finite element [13] methods. 
With mesh approaches it is usually difficult to resolve 
high field gradients that occur at the surface of particles 
that scatter highly resonantly with the incoming light. 
Therefore, the design of each mesh must be well defined 
and refined for each particle structure. In particular the 
optical properties of particles with sizes cióse to the wave-
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length are very dependent on their geometry, material, 
and surrounding médium. Thus, to model the optical re-
sponse of particles in the size ranges of interest in this 
work, it is beneficial to use analytical techniques since the 
fields can be calculated everywhere without the need to 
cope with finite mesh resolution errors. The main draw-
back of using analytical methods is that only "round 
shapes" can be considered [14], Le., shapes without cor-
ners like ellipsoids, infinite cylinders, toroids, etc. 

The solution of EM scattering by objects which are 
small compared to the wavelength becomes highly simpli-
fied, relative to the full arbitrary-size solution, since re-
tardation effects can be neglected and only one scattering 
mode—the dipole mode—is excited. Therefore, scatterers 
in this regime produce very similar field patterns 
(dipolar-like), independently of their geometry [11,14]. 
When the particle size approaches the wavelength, higher 
order modes are excited producing additional features in 
the field pattern which are highly dependent on the scat
terer geometry. In this paper we provide a numerical 
study of scattering by spheroidal particles with sizes com
parable to the wavelength, which are seen to be able to 
produce scattered fields with magnitudes significantly 
higher than the incident field. Besides, unlike sub-
wavelength particles in the dipolar regime, the position 
and extensión of the field enhancement can be controlled 
according to the particle geometry. 

Here we study how the electric field pattern is influ-
enced by the scatterer size and shape for spheroids with a 
real Índex of refraction 1.33 times that of the médium in 
which they are embedded. This refractive Índex is chosen 
to allow a comparison between results obtained here and 
previous studies presenting scattering patterns of sphe
roids calculated by distinct methods [2,3,12,15-17]. Such 
a refractive Índex has been widely adopted since it corre-
sponds to water in air, and therefore the computed results 
can be used for atmospheric simulation. Nevertheless, 
these results can also be useful for any of the previously 
referred applications by making an appropriate choice of 
the scatterer material. For instance, the relative Índex of 
germanium particles in a gallium arsenide médium is 
cióse to 1.3 in the solar infrared range, which can be of 
interest for the implementation in photovoltaic devices. 

Furthermore, in this paper different size regimes are 
identified for the distinct types of near-field distributions 
produced. Particular attention is drawn to the polariza-
tion characteristics in each regime. It is important to dis-
tinguish between the polarization components, longitudi
nal (parallel to the wavevector K) and transverse 
(orthogonal to K), when considering the interaction be
tween the scattered light and a material in the near-field 
of the scattering particle [18], as shall be described in 
more detail in Subsection 3.B. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SEPARATION-OF-
VARIABLES METHOD 
We consider the scattering of a plañe, linearly polarized 
monochromatic wave by a spheroidal particle of arbitrary 
size whose axis of revoluti on is oriented along the incident 
wave direction. Both the particle material and the sur
rounding médium are homogeneous, isotropic, and non-

magnetic. The exact solution is obtained by expanding the 
incident, scattered, and infernal fields in terms of an in
finite sum of spheroidal vector wave functions whose co-
efficients are determined from the BCs at the spheroid-
medium interface. 

Here we adopt a development [3,5] of the method of 
Asano and Yamamoto [2] that employs a formulation 
where the column matrix of the series coefficients of the 
scattered field is obtained from the matrix of the series co
efficients of the incident field by means of a matrix trans-
formation. The coordínate system used is either prolate or 
óblate spheroidal, depending on the scatterer geometry. 
The definition of the spheroidal coordinates (y,¿;,<f>) is 
given in the Appendix. These are orthogonal curvilinear 
coordinates which allow the separation of variables to ob-
tain the eigenfunctions of the scalar potential wave equa-
tion. In the prolate system these eigenfunctions are [19] 

,.« $'(C;v,£,4>)=Smn(C,v)RUl(C,Q 
cos(m(f>) 

sm(mc/>), 

where Smn(C, y) is the spheroidal angular harmonio of the 
first kind, with order m and degree n, and Rmn(C ,£) is the 
spheroidal radial harmonio of the ¿th kind. The <f> depen-
dence is equal to the product of either a cosine (even) or a 
sine (odd), indexed by the subscripts e and o, respectively 
The spheroid size parameter (C) is defined by 

C: 
Kd 

(1) 

where K is the wavevector magnitude in the correspond-
ing médium and d is the particle interfocal distance. 
From the eigenfunctions i//e

l we can obtain [3,19] the 
q& Ai) spheroidal vector wave functions M r = V x r C ql and 

Nq(f) =K-1WxM.f> , with q = x , y , z . ° W h e n the incident 
mn mn' ^ ,J ' 

light direction is collinear with the symmetry axis of the 
spheroid, the series coefficients vanish for mi=0 for the 
expansions of the polarized waves in terms of vector func
tions with q=x,y, whereas the coefficients of the expan
sions in q=z functions are only nonzero for m = \ [19]. 
Thus, the summation over m in the fields' expansions re
duces to a single m term. The expansions are therefore 
represented by a single sum over the degree n [6]. The ex-
pressions of the vector wave functions used for axial inci-
dence are given in the Appendix. 

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the coordínate system 
used here. At the axial incidence the exciting plane-wave 
can be resolved by a single polarization component, by 
virtue of symmetry. This wave is then assumed to propá
gate along the negative z direction with the electric field 
E 0 parallel to y, and magnetic field H 0 along the positive 
x axis. The electric field unit considered in this work is E0. 
As such, the illuminating wave has unitary electric field 
amplitude and can be described by [19] 

-, co . c e 

Eo = T T 2 A„M:«(C0; v,t,4>), H0 = - ^ A„N^ 
Ore=0 

x(C0;?7,£<£), (2) 

where K0 = 2ir/\ (with \ being the wavelength in the me-



Pig. 1. (Color oniine) Coordínate system for scattering by a 
spheroid. The partióles considered in this work are dielectric 
with an Índex of refraction of rer = 1.33 relative to the surrounding 
médium. The surfaces f=const are spheroids confocal with the 
particle, and f0 coincides with the particle surface. The direction 
of illumination (K0) is collinear with the spheroid axis of symme-
try (z). A scattered wave in the zy plañe is shown, making an 
angle 6 with the negative z axis. It propagates along Kg and its 
electric field (Eg) can have a component longitudinal (E|) and 
transverse (E|) relative to the propagation direction. 

dium outside the particle), C0=K0d/2, and Z0 = V/"-o/£o is 
the characteristic impedance of free space. The coeffi-
cients A„ of the incident wave expansión are A„ 
= 2in-1S0n(C0,l)/S

1-1S0n(C0,y)2dy. 
The scattered field is described by vector wave func-

tions of the fourth kind to satisfy the radiation condition 
at infinity [6], 

x 

H S = — 2 k„N e
+«(C 0 ; v,£,4>) + Pn+1K

(ii+i(Co; V,S,<I>)\, 
•¿Ore=0 

(3) 

where 

and 

Mtl>,>(C;v,í,cf>)=1-Mf>i(C;v,í,cf>) 

N^(C;v,i,d>)=1-Nf¿l(C;v,i,c/>). 
2 eO«V 

Finally, the transmitted field inside the spheroid (£<£o) 
can be expressed as [3] 

X 

Ei = 2 [y„Me
+«(C / ; v, i, $ + sn+1We

(il+i(C¡; v,i, <fí\, 

Hi = - 2 [r„Ne
+«(C7; v,i,cf>) + Sn+1NfV+1(Ci; v,i,<f>)], 

(4) 

where Cj=nrC0, with nr being the ratio of the refractive 
índices of the particle and the médium. The expressions 
given in this section are written with respect to the pro-
late coordínate system, but they are identical for the ób
late system with the interchanges c^-ic and £—>¿£. 

The sets of unknown expansión coefficients an, /3„+i, yn, 
and Sn+1, in expressions (3) and (4) for the scattered and 
infernal fields, can be determined by applying the BCs at 
the surface (£=£())• These require the continuity of the 
tangential electric and magnetic field components, 

£=&: 
< 

E%=E?-El 

EÍ = Ef-E§, 

VV - vv _ vv 

V<t> - v<t> _ TJ<P 

n0-n¡ ns. 

(5a) 

(5b) 

(5c) 

(5d) 

The four sets of unknowns are of infinite number and 
coupled to each other; therefore in practice it is impossible 
to obtain the exact solution. However, a sufficient compu-
tational accuracy can be achieved by properly choosing 
the truncation number (N) in the fields' expansions 
(2M4). In this work we take 

.2V = integer(i2"0a + 4), (6) 

with a being the longest semi-axis of the spheroidal par
ticle. This was seen to be the most reasonable choice 
based on the literature [3,5,6] and empirical tests per-
formed by the authors. 

A. Determination of the Expansión Coefficients by the 
Orthogonality Integral Approach 
The following methodology [3,5,6] is used to find the un
known coefficients an, /3„+i, yn, and Sn+1: 

(1) The <f> dependence of the BCs (5) is removed by ap
plying the orthogonality properties of the trigonometric 
functions. However, in the particular case of axial inci-
dence this is not necessary since all vector wave functions 
in Eqs. (5a) and (5d) have a sin(<£) factor, and those in 
Eqs. (5b) and (5c) have a cos(<£) factor, which can there
fore be readily eliminated. 

(2) The r¡ dependence from the BCs is removed by mak
ing use of the angular function (Smn) orthogonality prop
erties. Smn(C,?j) are expansions of Legendre functions, so 
their orthogonality comes from the Legendre polynomial 
orthogonality relations. The approach consists of writing 
Af+1 equations for each BC in Eqs. (5), with each equa-
tion being multiplied by a distinct S0n term (where n 
= 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ,N). The 4(iV+l) equations constructed in this 
way are then integrated in r¡ over its domain (from — 1 to 
1); the orthogonality properties are applied to compute 
the integráis. 

(3) The system of 4(iV+1) equations, now independent 
of <f> and r¡, is solved for the MN+1) unknowns (the expan
sión coefficients). This system can be written in a matrix 
form, 

QA=RX, (7) 

where Q is a 4(iV+1) X (N+1) matrix with the valúes of 
Eq. (2) that multiply the incident field coefficients A„ and 
the calculated integráis in r¡ from the previous step. The 
A„ coefficients are included in the (N+1) column vector A. 
The matrix R has a dimensión of 4(iV+l) X4(iV+l) and 



contains the valúes in Eqs. (3) and (4) that multiply the 
unknown coefficients with the integráis in r¡ evaluated at 
£=£()• The unknowns an, /3„+i, yn, and Sn+1 are included in 
X, arranged in a column vector of dimensión 4(N+1). The 
vector X is determined by inverting the R matrix, 

X=R" 1 QA. (8) 

The computational environment used to perform the 
calculations is Mathematica 7.0, suitable due to its sym-
bolic and high-precision numerical capabilities, as well as 
its large library of built-in routines that include packages 
for the computation of spheroidal harmonics [3,20,21]. 

The results presented in this work were generated in 
an Intel Dúo Core central processing unit machine with 
2.33 GHz and 2 Gbytes of random access memory. The to
tal time needed to calcúlate the expansión coefficients 
with the method described is mainly dependent on the 
number of orders (N) used. For a low truncation number 
(iV< 7) the total time, in minutes, is roughly equal to N/2. 
For higher N it scales approximately with N2'6 for pro-
lates and N3 for oblates. Most of this time is spent in the 
computation of the overlap integráis in step (2). 

B. Identification of Possible Numerical Error Sources 
Once the coefficient vector X is obtained the problem is 
solved, since the E and H fields are known everywhere 
[Eqs. (2)-(4)]. This result should give an accurate solution 
for the fields as long as the number of orders N is suffi-
ciently high. However in practice this may not happen, no 
matter how big N is, due to computational inaccuracies 
that can occur at every step of the program. These errors 
tend to become more significant for higher orders, which 
may cause severe problems when attempting to consider 
particle sizes cióse or above the illuminating wavelength. 
In order to prevent such issues, particular attention 
should be paid to the following important points in the 
method: 

(1) Determination of the eigenvalues \mn(C) of the 
spheroidal angular and radial harmonics—There are sev-
eral methods that can be used to evalúate the eigenvalues 
[3]; of these the one found to be more precise, for any size 
parameter C, and consistent with tabulated published re
sults [19,20,22] is the tridiagonal matrix method [21,23]. 
This is the method employed by the Mathematica 7.0 rou-
tine SpheroidalEigenvalue. 

(2) Calculation of the spheroidal harmonics Smn and 
Rmn—According to our numerical tests and comparison 
with the literature results, both of these functions can be 
accurately computed with the Mathematica 7.0 built-in 
routines based on the code of Falloon et al. [20]. However, 
the calculation of the Smn functions becomes relatively 
slow for large and complex size parameters (C). The rou-
tine used in this work, based on the code developed by Li 
et al. [3,21], calculates the angular functions considerably 
faster, maintaining a high numerical precisión as shown 
in Fig. 2. 

(3) Inversión of the matrix R in Eq. (8)—For problems 
involving large particles that henee require many N or
ders [according to Eq. (6)], the matrix R can become very 
sparse with valúes spanning several orders of magnitude. 
In such cases a simple inversión routine performed by a 
standard algorithm (such as Gaussian elimination or oth-
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Computational time to calcúlate the angu
lar harmonics Smn(C,r¡) and S'=dS/d7;, with m=n = 0, r¡=0.b, 
and C=x+xi, as a ñinction of x. The calculations were performed 
using the Mathematica 7.0 built-in routine and the routine used 
in this work. Por all x valúes both codes give the same results for 
S and S' up to the 14th decimal place. The inset shows the re
sults for x = 50, which match those presented in [3]. 

ers) may not provide an accurate enough result. Therefore 
an iterative correction algorithm that refines the output 
of the matrix inversión should be used. The algorithm 
given in Section 2.5 of [24] was implemented here. This 
routine iteratively reduces the valué of the inversión er
ror defined as e = ||RR_1-l| |, with I being the identity ma
trix. Typically e can be reduced by 1 or 2 orders of mag
nitude with as few as five iterations, with the total 
computational time being practically negligible (on the or
der of 0.1 s). 

C. Boundary Point-Matching Test 
Further error can be induced by the limited precisión of 
any computer calculation. Therefore, it is advisable to 
implement an additional routine able to check the correct-
ness of the solution of Eq. (8) and, if possible, to refine it. 
As such, we included in the code a simple iterative refine-
ment eyele based on the BC point matching (PM) 
[4,25,26]. 

An alternative way of determining the 4(iV+1) expan
sión coefficients an, /3„+i, yn, and Sn+Í to that described in 
Subsection 2Awou ld be to directly solve the BCs (5) for 
the tangential components of the fields at a set of M 
points picked along the spheroid surface. The number of 
points chosen has to be at least Mm¡ n = 2(iV+l) to ensure 
that the number of obtained equations is equal to the 
number of unknown coefficients in the expansions. 

To avoid ill-conditioned BC matrices with the PM, it is 
important that the M points are well distributed along 
the surface. The authors in [27] found it advantageous to 
place more points near the spheroid axis (y=±i) and 
fewer at y~0, while others [28] implemented an algo
rithm to determine the optimal point positions. The most 
favorable location of the points depends on the spheroid 
geometry; therefore it is advantageous to use more than 
the minimum number of points (M>Mm¡n) and solve for 
the coefficients providing the minimum mean square er
ror over the point set—the least-squares solution [4,29]. 
The more points are used the more the error is reduced, 
and the less sensitive the solution becomes to the chosen 
positions of the points. In our code the points are posi-
tioned at equally spaced intervals from y=-l to y=l, as 
in [17]: half of them at c/>=0 and the other half at c/> 



= u72. The total number of fitting points M was taken to 
be about twice the number of minimum points M=A(N 
+1), as suggested in previous applications of the method 
[4]. For each point the tangential infernal and scattered 
vector wave functions in Eqs. (3) and (4) are calculated, 
and the valúes are inserted in a matrix A with a dimen
sión of 2Mx4( iV+l) . Accordingto the BCs (5), this matrix 
multiplied by the solution of Eq. (8) should satisfy 

AX = B , O) 

where B is a vector of dimensión 2M determined by the 
two tangential components of the incident field at the 
picked surface points. Equation (9) is, in general, not ex-
actly fulfilled due to possible errors in the computation of 
X. The correct equation is therefore: 

A(XC1 t + Xerror) = B + dB, (10) 

where Xer ror is the error in X which we want to find. The 
vector dB is the error on the right-hand side of Eq. (9) 
and can be calculated as d B = A X - B . From Eqs. (9) and 
(10) we get 

AXe dB. (11) 

Since A and dB are known, Xer ror can be determined 
from the least-squares solution of Eq. (11). Then finally a 
more correct solution Xcorrect is obtained by 

X„ : X - X g r (12) 

This solution is further refined in an iteration cycle 
which improves the least-squares operation. At each it
eration the result of Eq. (12) is taken as the new initial X 
solution; it is inserted back into Eq. (9) and the previous 
calculations are repeated. The iterations then proceed un-
til convergence is achieved. 

From the tests performed, the authors have concluded 
that the final Xcorrect solution does not bring a consider
able improvement to the initial X solution from Eq. (8) if 
X is determined with the advisable amount of N (or more) 
orders given in Eq. (6). If fewer orders are used, this ad-
ditional PM refinement can improve the result. However, 
for particle sizes on the order of or bigger than the wave-
length, the improvement is never as good as that which 
would be obtained with the correct number of N orders in 
Eq. (6), no matter how many M points are used. There
fore, the addition of this PM algorithm should not be used 
to compénsate for using a lower number of N orders than 
Eq. (6) in the method of Subsection 2.A. The main reason 
why it was implemented in the program is because it pro
vides an automatic check on the correctness of the expan
sión coefficients result. The computational time required 
for this PM test is on the same order of the time spent in 
calculating the expansión coefficients with the orthogo-
nality integral approach described in Subsection 2.A. 

3. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
The way in which the scatterer geometry influences the 
field around it changes considerably according to the size 
of the particle relative to the illuminating wavelength (\). 
Three main scattering regimes can be distinguished: the 
"small particle" or electrostatic (ES) regime, the "big par-
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Pig. 3. (Color online) Electric field distribution in the yz plañe of 
a sphere with nT= 1.33. Left—Total field (Et) magnitude squared. 
Por spheres the size parameter is C = 2irRI\, where R is the ra-
dius. The white circle is at the spot of máximum intensity. 
Center—Squared magnitude of the longitudinal component (E f). 
The polar plot depicts the ES potential magnitude (|V|) at the 
particle surface (r=R). Right—Squared magnitude of the trans-
verse component (Ef). The polar plot shows the far-field intensity 
function Ie [Eq. (14)]. In the plots of |V| and Ie the circular dots 
correspond to the valúes obtained with the ES (or Rayleigh) ap-
proximation [8,14]. 

ticle" regime described by macroscopic geometrical optics, 
and in between an intermedíate regime for particle sizes 
on the order of \ . This intermedíate regime, defined by 
some authors as the domain of physical optics [30], will be 
the focus of this paper using the previously described nu-
merical code. 

Most of the literature on analytical solutions of EM 
scattering by spheroidal particles, with sizes comparable 
to \ , mainly analyzes far-field quantities. However, the in
fernal field and near-field around such particles contain 
additional physically rich features worth analyzing in 
more detail [12,16]. The length unit used is \ , making the 
results given here dimensionless and therefore indepen-
dent of the particular wavelength of illumination. 

A. Numerical Verification 
The EM code used in this work was extensively checked 
with known analytical and numerical solutions available 
in the literature. Some examples of such comparisons are 
given along the presentation of the results. In the next 
subsection we start by looking at the electric field distri
bution around a small sphere in the ES regime, which is 
compared in Fig. 3 with the analytical ES approximation 
[14]. In the following subsections results are shown for 
bigger spheroids with certain shapes selected to ¿Ilústrate 
the main characteristics of the intermedíate regime. 
These are compared with curves obtained numerically by 
Asano and Yamamoto [2] in Figs. 4-7 . Finally, the inset in 
Fig. 10 shows a comparison with Mié theory [1] consider-
ing a prolate with a~b = \. In all cases the numerical re
sults obtained by us match the known solutions. 

Pig. 4. (Color online) Electric field distributions in the yz plañe 
of a nT= 1.33 óblate spheroid with size parameter C=2 and aspect 
ratio bla = 2. In the Ie curve the circular dots correspond to the 
valúes obtained by Asano and Yamamoto [2], shown for 
comparison. 
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Same as Fig. 4 but for a prolate spheroid 
with aspect ratio a/b = 2. 

Fig. 6. (Color online) Electric field distributions in the yz plañe 
of a nr=1.33 óblate with size parameter C = 7 and aspect ratio 
b/a = 2. In the Ie curves the circular dots correspond to the valúes 
obtained in [2]. 

B. The Electrostatic Case 
Particles much smaller than X act as electric dipoles gen-
erating internal and scattered fields parallel to the inci-
dent field. This is known as the ES or non-retarded re-
gime and occurs when the particle size is sufficiently 
small to satisfy both Rayleigh limit conditions [14], 

2TTRJ\ < 1, \nr\2irRJ\ < 1, (13) 

where Req is a characteristic length of the particle. For 
spheres it is simply the radius, and for spheroids Req is 
taken as the radius of the volume-equivalent sphere [31]. 
The refractive index of the particle relative to the médium 
is taken to be nr= 1.33. 

Even though the present method can accurately calcú
late scattering by absorbing spheroids (with a nonzero 
imaginary part in nr), a purely real refractive index is 
considered since it facilitates comparison with the previ-
ous literature results. Furthermore, it has been verified 
that the inclusión of a small imaginary part (on the order 
of O.OOli) in nr does not significantly change the results 
and conclusions given here. 

1.93 

1.29 
Req=0.81 

Fig. 7. (Color online) Same as Fig. 6 but for a prolate with as
pect ratio a Ib = 2. 

As long as conditions (13) are fulfilled the scattered 
field distribution is the same regardless of the particle 
size. Figure 3 shows the field distribution inside and in a 
cióse vicinity outside a sphere with a radius much smaller 
than X. The plot on the left is the magnitude squared of 
the total field (E t), given by E t = Ej in the interior of the 
particle and E t = E s + E 0 in the exterior. The central and 
right plots in Fig. 3 depict the magnitude squared of the 
longitudinal (along r) and transverse (orthogonal to r) 
components of E t , respectively If the particle shape were 
óblate or prolate the only practical change that would oc-
cur in Fig. 3 would be in the scale valúes. The character-
istics which we are mainly interested, such as the peak 
electric field position and polarization, are shape-
independent in the ES regime. 

As a dipole, the field inside the particle is uniform and 
along E0 . The external field is highest cióse to the surface 
in that direction, where the longitudinal component is 
dominant. The longitudinal field is evanescent; it decays 
very rapidly roughly with 1/r3, with r being the distance 
from the particle center. Since the magnitude of the trans
verse component only decays with 1/r this becomes the 
dominant component in the far-field. 

In the field distributions shown in this paper the longi
tudinal and transverse components are represented sepa-
rately since they have a distinct physical nature. A trans
verse EM field is a propagating wave; whereas a 
longitudinal field is, at some time t, an instantaneous lo-
calized Coulomb field associated with a static charge dis
tribution [32]. This is important to take into account 
when modeling the interaction between the scattered 
light and a material placed in the near-field. For instance, 
when considering the transference of energy from the 
scattered beam to a médium, one can use the classical 
Poynting vector S = E XH for the energy flux of the trans
verse part of the field (the only component present far 
away from a scatterer). However, the concept of Poynting 
vector is not applicable to a non-propagating longitudinal 
field since it is not an EM wave, as defined classically 
[33]. 

Only semi-classical formalisms can account for a rea-
sonable interpretation of light-matter interaction by the 
longitudinal component [32]. In this way it has been de-
rived [18] that the rate of energy absorption from a longi
tudinal field, such as that in the near-field of scatterers, 
should be proportional to the squared magnitude of the 
scalar potential V(r) = - JQE • d r . Therefore, the plots of the 
longitudinal Er

t component distributions shown in this 
work include a polar plot of the magnitude of V(r) at the 
surface of the particle. In Fig. 3 it can be seen that, in the 
ES regime, the spot of the máximum field intensity coin
cides with that of the máximum potential at the particle 
surface. The same is not verified for particles with bigger 
sizes. 

The far-field pattern is usually analyzed by calculating 
the intensities of the scattered light at infinite distances 
from the scattering object. In this limit one can take C0¿; 
-^°o and neglect terms with £ -2 and higher order inverse 
powers of £ in expression (3). By doing so, the 
longitudinal/radial terms (E% and H%) vanish and the scat
tered wave becomes a purely transverse wave. Besides, 
the angular coordinate r]^cos(d) becomes a function of 6 



only. As such, the squared magnitude of the scattered 
(electric) far-field vector in the plañe of E 0 (<f>=ir/2) re
duces to [3] \Es(cf>=TT/2)\2=If)(0)/(Kor)2, where Ie is the in-
tensity function on the scattering plañe given by 

h(0) • 2 - ÍnTTCtnSo;„(Co,COS 0) (14) 

A polar plot of this quantity is included in the \E¿\2 plots 
presented in this paper, in order to compare the trans-
verse component in the near- and far-fields. For a small 
scatterer (see Fig. 3) the Ie pattern is approximately pro-
portional to cos2(#) with equal back and frontal lobes— 
typical of scattering in the Rayleigh limit [2,14]. This is 
similar to the distribution of \E0

t\
2 in the near-field. 

Another typical characteristic of the ES regime that 
can be observed in Fig. 3 is tha t all quantities are per-
fectly symmetric with respect to the y axis. This means 
that in this regime there is no K dependence in the scat
tering; it only depends on the incident electric field vector 
E 0 [14]. The opposite oceurs for partióles with large sizes 
relative to \ , as shall be shown in the following subsec-
tions, where scattering becomes mainly K0 dependent. 

C. The Transition Regime 
When the scatterer size is not much smaller than \ the 
field is no longer uniform in its interior due to the appear
ance of retarded potentials. In the model, this behavior 
arises due to the excitation of higher order modes in the 
fields' expansions (2)-(4). The bigger the particle the more 
modes come into play [Eq. (6)], causing the appearance of 
quadrupolar, octopolar, and other features in the field pat-
terns that are highly dependent on the particle geometry 

As explained in the previous subsection, in the small 
particle (ES) limit the highest scattered field magnitude 
oceurs in the E 0 direction at the particle surface. For 
spheroids with Req > \ the peak field magnitude is on the 
axis of propagation (K0), which is known as forward scat
tering (FS) [15]. Between the ES and FS cases there is a 
transition regime for particles with Req sizes above those 
set by conditions (13), but still smaller than \ . 

This transition regime has unique characteristics since 
the peak scattered field can lie in between the E 0 and K0 

axes, depending on the particle size and shape. This can 
be well illustrated by spheroidal particles with a size pa-
rameter C = 2 [as defined in Eq. (1)]. Figures 4 and 5 show 
the field distributions produced by óblate and prolate 
spheroids, respectively, with the size parameter and as-
pect ratio equal to 2. Similar calculations were performed 
for spheroids with higher aspect ratios and with the same 
size parameter. Due to their lower volume (Req) it was ob
served that the more elongated the spheroid is the more 
its field distribution resembles that of a dipole in the ES 
regime. 

The near- and far-field quantities in the plots of Figs. 4 
and 5 are no longer symmetric with respect to the y axis, 
henee exhibiting a certain K dependence that was not 
present in the ES case. The longitudinal field and poten-
tial do not peak in the horizontal E 0 direction but move 
down slightly closer to the vertical K0 axis. In the case of 
the óblate in Fig. 4 the máximum of the transverse com
ponent E¡ is almost as intense as that of the longitudinal 

Er
t and oceurs in the forward direction. However, for the 

prolate in Fig. 5 the E¡ near-field distribution has a domi-
nant quadrupolar feature with two frontal lobes peaking 
at angles of ±32.2° with the negative z axis. Such a fea
ture is not present in the far-field Ie pattern. 

D. The Forward Scattering Regime 
In the forward scattering (FS) regime, spheroids whose 
Índices of refraction are real and higher than the médium 
focus the light in the forward direction, producing scat
tered fields along their axes of revolution that can be 
more than 1 order of magnitude higher than the incident 
field. 

Figures 6 and 7 show the field distribution for sphe
roids with a size parameter C = l, in the FS regime. Inside 
the particles retarded potentials cause the appearance of 
standing waves. The transversal component Ee

t of these 
electric waves propagates into the far-field causing the 
distinct lobes in the Ie plot. In this size range this compo
nent plays the main role even in the near-field since the 
spot of máximum \Et\ is transverse polarized. This does 
not oceur in the previous regimes for smaller particles 
where the longitudinal component has the highest inten-
sities cióse to the scatterer. 

The spots of the strongest Et field are quite distinct for 
the óblate and prolate shapes in Figs. 6 and 7, respec
tively. The field enhancement achieved with the prolate is 
higher than with the óblate of the same size, but it is con-
fined to a smaller región at the prolate front edge. The 
"bright región" in the óblate case is positioned away from 
the particle surface and extends through a distance in the 
negative z direction much higher than the particle Req 

(about ten times higher as shown below in Subsection 
4.B). 

The curves of the potential \V\ at the surface present 
additional features to those for smaller particles, owing to 
the peaks of the radial electric field component Er

t. Some 
of these peaks now appear cióse to the incidence direction, 
but right at the z axis there is always a minimum in the 
longitudinal field no matter how big is the particle. 

Both spheroids in Figs. 6 and 7 have an aspect ratio of 
2. Spheroids with the same size parameter C = l but with 
an aspect ratio of 5, for instance, have smaller Req's. As a 
result, the field distributions of such elongated particles 
present the characteristics of the transition regime de-
scribed in Subsection 3.C). Therefore, it is better to com
pare field distributions of particles with different aspect 
ratios that have the same Req. 

Figure 8 shows the results of a prolate with the same 
Req as that of Fig. 7 but more elongated (a/b = 5). In this 
case the light enhancement oceurs mainly in the interior 
of the particle and in a localized región cióse to the sur-
face. The spatial extent of the máximum field peak (sig-
naled with the white circle) is even smaller than in Fig. 7. 
The plot of the total field \Et\

2 is almost identical to that of 
\Ef\2, with the longitudinal component only being relevant 
in a small dipole-like feature cióse to the particle center. 

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
A. Direction of Máximum Scattering 
The field distributions shown in Figs. 4-8 correspond to a 
few selected geometries that illustrate the particularities 



-3.55 
Fig. 8. (Color online) Electric field distribution in the yz plañe of 
a nT= 1.33 spheroid with size parameter C= 14.6. This is an elon-
gated prolate with aspect ratio alb 
prolate in Fig. 7. 

5 and the same Req as the 

occurs between Req<\ and Req~\/2; and in that interval 
#MAK decreases roughly linearly with Req. 

The peak scattered field in the dipole case is domi-
nantly longitudinal and occurs at the particle surface. 
This longitudinal component evanesces rapidly with the 
distance from the particle, so in the far-field only the 
transverse part of the scattered wave is present. 

As the particle size increases and we approach the FS 
regime, the transverse component becomes progressively 
more dominant relative to the longitudinal even in cióse 
proximity to the particle. So for big sizes the scattered 
field is mainly transverse both in the near and far regions 
as illustrated in Figs. 6-8. In the transition regime the 
longitudinal and transverse components have similar 
magnitudes in the near-field as observed in Figs. 4 and 5. 

of light scattering by spheroids with sizes on the order of 
the incident wavelength \ . In this section these character-
istics are analyzed in more detail. We start by looking at 
the f?-angle at which the highest field intensity occurs 
(JhlAx)- This quantity is a good indicator of the distinct 
scattering regimes described in Section 3 as can be seen 
in the plot of Fig. 9. The plot represents the valué of #MAX 
as a function of the spheroid size Req. 

In the ES case, the direction of highest field strength is 
always the same as the incident ¿í-field direction (#MAX 
= 90°), independently of the scatterer. Spheroids with 
Req = \ , or higher, also have a fixed peak scattering direc
tion which is the incidence direction (#MAX=0°)> regard-
less of their shape—the FS regime. Between these ex
tremes there is a transition regime where the direction of 
highest field enhancement switches according to the 
spheroid size and shape. This interval of particle sizes 
where #MAX c a n ü e between 90° and 0° is broader for pro-
late spheroids and narrower for oblates. The more elon-
gated is the óblate the more abrupt is the transition from 
#MAX=90° to #MAX=°°-

Figure 9 also shows the case of spheres (a/b = l) calcu-
lated with Mié theory. The transition regime for spheres 

120 
.Electrostatic Dipole transition Regime . ». i 

i 

Fig. 9. (Color online) Angle 6 (in degrees) between the incidence 
direction and the position of máximum field enhancement. In the 
plots of Figs. 3-8 this is the angle between the white dashed line 
and the negative z axis. The schematic Es and Ks vectors repre-
sent the polarization of the scattered field at the spot of máxi
mum field intensity. From the dipole to the FS regime the polar
ization goes from being purely longitudinal to transverse, 
passing by a transition regime where it has both longitudinal 
and transverse components. 

B. Extensión of Field Enhancement 
Spheroidal partióles with a real Índex of refraction higher 
than that of the surrounding médium act as lenses in the 
FS regime, concentrating the light in a bright región 
which can be located inside or outside the particle but al
ways in the incidence axis. According to the principies of 
physical optics [30], a particle in this regime acts as a 
resonator (cavity) for the light that is transmitted to its 
interior. Inside the particle some of that light is internally 
reflected, bouncing back and forth at distinct angles with 
the surface. This produces the appearance of an interfer-
ence pattern both in the infernal and external fields as 
can be seen in the images of Subsection 3.D. The electric 
field peaks occur at the spots where the light rays infer
iere more constructively 

Figure 10 shows the spatial extensión of the bright re
gión of field amplification, where the máximum Ef is lo
cated, for spheroids with the aspect ratios analyzed in 
this work andReq sizes cióse to \ . The curves in the figure 
correspond to the valúes of |E¿|2 along the radial line 
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Fig. 10. (Color online) |E¡|2 profiles along the radial direction of 
máximum field (&MÁX)> represented by the white dashed line in 
the plots of Section 3, for partióles with size cióse to X. r is the 
distance to the particle center, in units of X. The spheroids with 
aspect ratio 2 correspond to those in Figs. 6 and 7. The prolate 
with a/b = 5 corresponds to Fig. 8. The óblate with b/a = 5 has the 
same Req as the óblate with bla = 2. The gray crossed circles rep-
resent the intersection with the particle surface. The inset shows 
similar |E¡|2 profiles for spheres with radius R = \ but distinct re-
fractive Índices nT, computed with Mié theory. The curve for nr 

= 1.33 is compared with that (circular dots) calculated with the 
method described in this work using an almost spherical prolate 
(alb = 1.001). 



starting at the particle center and passing by the point of 
máximum enhancement (represented in the images of 
Section 3 by a white circle). 

It can be observed that prolates produce more localized 
field amplifications, positioned inside the particle and on 
the outside cióse to the surface. In the exterior of the pro-
late this field enhancement decays very rapidly with the 
distance, and the higher is the elongation of the prolate 
the more rapidly it decays. On the other hand, the peak 
scattered intensity produced by oblates is located outside 
the particle away from the surface and decays very slowly 
with the distance. For instance, the región of field ampli-
fication cióse to the óblate with b/a = 2 extends to a dis
tance above ten times the particle Req. The higher is the 
óblate aspect ratio the lower is the slope of the Et decay 

The spheroids considered in this work have a real Índex 
of refraction of 1.33 relative to the médium. Increasing 
the particle refractive Índex causes more bending of the 
light rays transmitted to the particle material, increasing 
the interference in its interior. Therefore, the higher is 
the particle real refractive Índex, the higher the peak field 
magnitude is expected to be. This is shown in the inset of 
Fig. 10 for spheres with radius equal to \ and distinct 
relative refractive Índices. It can be seen that bigger índi
ces cause an increase in the máximum Et and shift the 
field enhancement closer to the particle center. 

cording to the spheroid geometry. In the FS regime, pro-
late shapes produce confined enhancements in their 
interior or in the vicinity of the surface, whereas oblates 
exhibit peak scattered fields in their exterior which can 
extend to a distance several times higher than its size 
(see Fig. 10). 

Metallic scatterers sustaining localized surface plas-
mons can also produce very high light amplification in the 
ES regime [11,18]. In the intermedíate regime the perfor
mance of metallic partióles for the field enhancement is 
deteriorated because their absorption becomes higher 
than their scattering power, so they mainly shade the in-
coming light. Therefore, in this size regime, dielectric 
scatterers with a real Índex of refraction higher than the 
médium perform better. In the cases analyzed here, high 
field enhancements are observed with dielectric scatter
ers having only a 33% difference between the particle and 
médium refractive Índices. This is a crucial advantage of 
working with dielectric partióles in this size regime, since 
for certain applications it may not be beneficial to have a 
high material contrast. For instance, for solar cell appli
cations [11] the introduction of metáis inside the active 
material can degrade the device performance since metáis 
cause severe electron-hole recombination. Also, for bio-
logical applications, like cáncer ablation or in vivo imag-
ing, the introduction of dielectric partióles may cause less 
harm to the organism than metallic ones. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS 
A separation-of-variables method is used to solve the scat
tering problem of a spheroidal particle illuminated by an 
axially incident plane-wave. This method can be extended 
to the case of an arbitrary excitation beam using the gen-
eralized Lorenz-Mie theory [34]. 

Depending on the characteristic size of the scattering 
particle (Req) relative to the illumination wavelength 
three different regimes can be distinguished: electrostatic 
(ES) (Req<\), intermedíate (Req~\), and geometrical op-
tics (Req>\). In this paper we focus on the intermedíate 
regime for partióles with a real Índex of refraction of 1.33 
times that of the surrounding médium. It is seen that this 
regime can be subdivided into two which are called the 
transition and forward scattering (FS) regimes. 

The infernal field and near-field around spheroids in 
these size regimes exhibit peculiar characteristics that 
can be of interest for distinct technological applications. 
According to the particle size and shape, the infernal field 
and external near-field can achieve intensities 1 or more 
orders of magnitude higher than the incident intensity. 
Furthermore, the spatial location of the field enhance
ment can be controlled with the spheroidal geometry. This 
possibility does not exist in any of the other size regimes: 
small partióles in the ES case produce a peak scattered 
field in the direction of the incident field and at the par
ticle surface, and big partióles scatter the light mainly in 
the direction of incidence. However, with wavelength-
sized spheroids the máximum intensity direction can be 
located anywhere between the directions of the previous 
two cases, and it can occur closer to the particle center for 
prolates and away from it for oblates. 

The spatial extensión over which the field enhance
ment is felt is another parameter that can be switched ac-

APPENDIX 
The spheroidal coordinates {r¡,^,<f>) are related to the Car-
tesian coordinates by the following transformations: 

x = - V ( l - ? ; 2 ) ( f 2 ± l ) c o s < ¿ , 

y = -V( l -^) ( f 2 ±l )s in<¿ , 

z = -vl 

(Al) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

where the upper and lower signs pertain to óblate and 
prolate spheroidal coordinates, respectively, and d is the 
interfocal distance. The domains of the spheroidal coordi
nates are 

- 1 < ? ; < 1 , e < f < < » , 0 < < £ < 2 T T , 

where e = 0 in the óblate case and e = l in the prolate. 
The expressions of the spheroidal vector wave functions 

used in Eqs. (2)-(4) are given below [3,19]: 
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